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AEC, Inc. Launches New Division – NIC (‘Not in Contract’) 
AEC officially establishes its creative arm and expands its operation. 

 

CARROLLTON, TX , January 25, 2021–  AEC, a subcontractor specializing in interior finishes, is launching 
a new division titled NIC. NIC will handle the unique, very customized aspects of a project in the areas of 
branding, experiential graphic design, architectural fabrications, and beyond. NIC stands for “not in 
contract” to playfully represent the one-of-a-kind elements that are not standard for a construction 
contract and that no one wants to touch.  

Nichole Bradley-Culak, head of NIC, elaborates, “When designers want fascinating and complex features 
for their projects, NIC can turn those creations into reality. We can start with a simple napkin idea and 
take it all the way through to installation.” She continues, “We will work through budget, material and 
detail specs, drawings, production, and the final install. All we need is a concept.”  

AEC has many long-standing relationships within the A&D community since they are a such a design 
focused contractor. Through the years, architects and design firms began to reach out to AEC to explore 
ideas for custom architectural features. These types of requests have continued to increase year over 
year, and so NIC was born.  

“Similar to AEC, NIC was formed to fill a gap in the industry. We have watched this creative side of the 
business slowly grow and evolve, and we are excited to formally give it a name and dedicate a team and 
resources to it now, says “Barbara O’Toole, President of AEC. 

AEC is a specialty subcontractor based out of Carrollton, Texas that provides banquettes, stretch fabric 
wall and ceiling systems, shading and drapery solutions, acrylic architectural features, visual display 
units, and more. AEC is a women-owned, women-led business that was established in 1991 by current 
President, Barbara O’Toole.  

### 

For more information visit www.aeccorp.com/nic or contact Stephanie at sisaacson@aeccorp.com.  
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